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On page 96 of I Love Me, Vol. I, Michael Donner suggests that the ordinary possibilities of the English palindrome are so close to being exhausted that, if new work is to be produced, it may become necessary to enlist the aid of obscure abbreviations in the collection by Ralph de Sola. Word Ways editor A. Ross Eckler perhaps also has in mind the 'drome may be used up when he remarks on page 291 of the November issue that palindromes are not very important to Word Ways because they follow well-trodden paths.

The dog is dead, but he won't stop squirming. For a glimpse of the scarcely touched combinatorial possibilities of the palindrome, let us look at a subset of the available ways to palindromically construct the word "and". A much-abused lady by the name of EDNA is frequently hailed into service for this purpose (DNA and kidnap are also available to the unscrupulous), but a more elegant method is to derive the word from two others, as in Lindon’s "Aid and abet Amis as I mate bad Nadia."

Below are lists of D and NA words which, in combination, provide 100x100 = 10,000 different ways to make "and". The title of this article promises 20,000; where are the rest? They are made by pivoting any NA word around itself on a central D ("Delia, we rut!"—and Nature wailed), as well as by using two different NA words to create a phrase (again, around a central D), the reversal of which appears in the second half of the palindrome (Enid and Nadia, my maid, and Nadine).

Not all combinations are syntactically feasible, but many, perhaps most, are. As concerns the D list, I was faced with an embarras de choix, and made a more or less arbitrary selection. Because two letters are required, the NA words were more difficult to come by. This lists consists of (1) fairly common dictionary words and first names, (2) names from standard dictionaries of biography, (3) Biblical names, (4) geographical names drawn from Webster’s Collegiate, and (5) names from dictionaries of mythology.

A sample of palindromes using these ideas:

Leon stops Ned a limo AND NAomi, laden, spots Noel
"Delia ratteD,” NAdia said, “AND Etta railed”
Ned got Eb bigoted, a maid AND NAdia made to gibbet Ogden
“Allen, I slam mammaries,” I raveD. “NAgano nag AND Eva rise, I ram mammals in Ella!”
Rat censoRed NATO tot AND Eros nectar
Elba canoe. Dora sliD NAgel’s leg into hot Nigel’s leg AND Isla rode on a cable
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